FUTURE EMISSION SCENARIO ANALYSIS OVER ROME URBAN AREA USING COUPLED TRAFFIC
ASSIGNMENT AND CHEMICAL TRANSPORT MODELS
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Abstract: The city of Rome is characterized by high ozone, NO2 and PM10 levels claiming for the implementation of emission
control strategies to improve the air quality and to decrease the risks of health effects on inhabitants. In this perspective an
atmospheric modelling system based on the chemical transport model FARM has been applied for the year 2005 over a nested
domain including the metropolitan area. To improve the description of local scale atmospheric circulation characteristics,
observational meteorological data are analysed using the Isentropic Analysis package (ISAN). Since urban traffic emissions
represent a relevant source of pollutants, hourly emissions coming from this sector have been estimated by means of a traffic
assignment model, based on a source-destination approach, coupled with an emission model based on COPERT-3 methodology.
The emissions from the other sectors have been derived from the national inventory and then disaggregated at the municipal level.
The analysis of model results for the year 2005 against experimental data reveals a good agreement suggesting the use of the
modelling system to study the impact on the air quality of different emission control strategies at both regional and urban scales.
The 2010 has been considered as the future year base case scenario and the traffic limitation within the Rome urban core has been
considered as an emission control action. The impact of this emission scenario has been then analysed by means of a semi-empiric
approach: a significant decrease of PM10 and NO2 yearly average concentrations is expected to occur at urban traffic stations while
the minimum reduction is expected at urban background and rural stations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
2
Rome is the largest metropolis in Italy with a surface area of 1290 km and about 3 million inhabitants. Its primary
road network has a total length of 700 km plus a huge number of smaller roads and a few highways which take
commuters downtown. According to the local environmental authority (ARPA Lazio), the air pollution is mainly
characterized by high NO2, O3 and PM10 levels. The annual concentration of NO2 is above the standard value for
human health protection (40 Pg m-3) while the hourly law limit of 180 Pg m-3 for ozone is exceeded several times at
some monitoring stations. As for PM10, the mean annual value is above the law limit of 40 Pg m-3 at urban traffic
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stations, with the maximum number (35) of exceedances of daily human health protection limit, fixed at 50 Pg m ,
violated by several stations. The incoming 2010 air quality guidelines will introduce new limit values that will
probably not be met, claiming for the implementation of emission control strategies to improve the air quality and to
decrease the risks of health effects on inhabitants. Modelling techniques are the tools that are commonly used to
assess the impact of emission strategies on air quality levels. In this perspective, a modelling system previously
adopted to simulate winter and summer pollution episodes occurred over Rome urban area (Gariazzo et al. 2007) has
been used to check, on an annual base, its capability to reproduce air quality levels in the studied area and therefore to
simulate future emission scenarios. In the next sections a description of the modelling system and the main results
obtained by its applications are discussed. The analysis of the effects of future emission scenarios on air quality are
analysed in the following section.
2. 2005 AIR QUALITY ASSESSMENT
To consistently take into account the effect of local as well as
remote sources and to describe processes (e.g. sub-synoptic
flow features, photochemical smog) dominated by scales larger
than the city’s one, an approach considering two nested
domains was adopted (Fig. 1): the regional domain includes a
significant portion of Central Italy (66x58 cells at 4 km of grid
spacing) while the target domain includes Rome urban area
(61x61 cells at 1 km of grid spacing).
The atmospheric modelling system (AMS) used to reconstruct
air quality maps over the two domains include four subsystems
respectively used to: reconstruct flows and related turbulence
parameters; apportion data from the emission inventories to
grid cells, perform air quality simulations over the selected
Figure 1. Area under study: Lazio region (Central Italy)
domain and compute air quality indicators required by the EC
and Rome conurbation domains.
directives. The AMS is based on FARM model (Flexible Air
quality Regional Model, Silibello et al., 2008) that has been applied with the SAPRC-90 (Carter, 1990) chemical
mechanism and the aero3 modal aerosol scheme implemented in CMAQ framework (Binkowski, 1999; Binkowski



and Roselle, 2003). Climatologically boundary conditions for all modelled species on the regional domain have been
derived from the corresponding three-dimensional fields obtained by national scale simulation produced in the frame
of MINNI project (Integrated National Model in support to the International Negotiation on air pollution, Zanini et al.
2004). In such way the regional-scale simulation takes into account the influence of sources located outside the
selected domain. Since the air quality in Rome is strongly affected by local circulation structures (e.g. katabatic and
anabatic thermal winds and land-sea breezes), national scale meteorological fields have been improved by applying
the RAMS Isentropic Analysis (ISAN) package (Walko and Tremback, 1995) to perform high resolution
meteorological analyses over Lazio and Rome target domains for the whole 2005 year. ISAN implements an optimal
interpolation method based on Barnes algorithm to iteratively correct background fields with the meteorological
stations from ARPA (Regional Environmental Protection Agency) and SMAM/WMO (Air Force Meteorological
Service/World Meteorological Organization) monitoring networks. The regional and urban scale meteorological
fields together with land cover information (e.g. roughness length) and chemical species characteristics (gas
reactivity), have been then used by interface module GAP/SURFPRO (Finardi et al., 2008; FUMAPEX, 2006) to
produce dry deposition velocities and turbulent diffusivity fields needed by FARM. The emissions coming from
major industrial facilities and the diffuse sources over the considered domains were derived from the national
emission inventory for the year 2000 ( APAT, 2004) and projected to the simulated year using national trends
differentiated for each pollutant and activity. A detailed analysis of PM10 and NMVOC emissions coming from
heating sector (Non-Industrial Combustion Plants) and the on-field burning of stubbles has revealed a significant
underestimation, probably due to the evaluation of the firewood used and the stubble burnt. For this reason the values
proposed in the RAINS-Italy model (Vialetto et al., 2005; Zanini et al., 2005) have been used instead and also for
other sources not included in the national inventory: construction and other residential combustion activities (e.g.
fireworks, meat frying, food preparation and barbeques).
A more detailed approach has been adopted for traffic
emissions using the results coming from a model, routinely
used by ATAC (Rome mobility agency), that considers the
entire regional territory and the transport network. Traffic
assignment has been carried out using by TransCAD software
(http://www.caliper.com/tcovu.htm) that combines Geographic
Information System (GIS) and transportation modelling
capabilities to store, display, manage, and analyse
transportation data. The multimodal equilibrium traffic
assignment procedure has been adopted to assign cars, trucks
and buses to the road network, made up of 6000 links (Fig. 2),
on the basis of surveys conducted by ATAC considering trips
that have origin or destination within Rome municipality, or
using Rome transport network but originating and ending
outside the municipality. Origin/destination matrixes were then
assigned to the network obtaining hourly traffic flows on road
Figure 2. Rome municipality road network.
links for each day of the week. Traffic flows related to Rome
urban network and highways located within the studied area have been then processed by TREFIC model (Nanni and
Radice, 2004) that implements COPERT III (Ntziachristos and Samaras, 2000) approach and includes IIASA
emission factors for the treatment of PM (IIASA, 2001). The AMS provided with the such input data has been then
used to perform the 2005 air quality assessment over regional and urban domains. Since the major concern is related
to PM10 and NO2 ambient concentrations the comparison between 2005 observed and estimated Air Quality
Objectives for protection of human health for such pollutants is given in the following Figure 3 evidencing a good
agreement between observed and predicted indexes.
PM10, annual mean (40 Pg m )
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PM10, 24-hour mean (50 µg m , not to be
exceeded more than 35 times a year)

NO2, annual mean (40 Pg m )
-3

Figure 3. Comparison between observed (abscissa) and estimated (ordinate) Air Quality Objectives for the protection of human
health at different monitoring stations. Between parenthesis EU air quality standards. Reference year: 2005.





The combined use of above formulas permits to compare 2005 (observed) and 2010 PM10 and NO2 Air Quality
Objectives for protection of human health at different sites (see Figure 4). Following values for CB and J have been
used in (3): 5 µg m-3 and 0.72 for NO2 and 10 µg m-3 and 0.85 for PM10. The analysis of the following Figure 5
evidences that a significant decrease is expected to occur for such species particularly at urban traffic stations (see the
results for Francia and Fermi stations) while the minimum reduction is expected at urban background Villa Ada
station and natural background stations (Guido e Cavaliere).
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Figure 4. Location and characteristics of monitoring sites considered in the study
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Figure 5. Comparison between 2005 (black) and 2010 (white) Air Quality Objectives for protection of human health. Between
parenthesis EU air quality standards.

4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The results obtained in this study confirm the relevance of modelling tools to support the assessment and
management of regional air quality. The complementary use of state-of-science photochemical models, adequately
fed by meteorological drivers and detailed regional emission inventories, and measurements provided by the air
quality networks allows to achieve a good description of the spatial distribution of atmospheric pollutants and to
identify, according to EU Directives, unattainment areas for which action plans have to be developed. This approach
has been successfully applied for the assessment and the management of air quality in the urban area of Rome. A
special attention has been provided to the emissions estimation of the urban traffic, by using high detailed traffic data
derived by a special traffic assignment model, which has been coupled with a chemical transport model. Results have
shown the capability of the modelling system to reproduce the observed pollutants concentrations and the air quality
objectives levels. The uncertainty is generally between ±50% with underestimations of observed levels at hot spots
corresponding to high traffic sites probably not well resolved at the horizontal scale adopted by the model (1 km).



These performances have also encouraged its application in investigating the impact of future emission control
strategies on air quality. Since the major concern in Rome conurbation is related to nitrogen dioxide and to PM10,
generally during the winter season and in areas affected by nearby traffic emissions, the models have then be applied
to a future year mobility emission scenario. To tie more effectively observed and computed concentrations and to
lead to a more realistic estimation of the concentration in the future emission scenario, a model based on rollback
assumption has been applied. As far as the 2010 Air Quality Objectives for protection of human health are concerned,
a significant decrease is expect to occur for PM10 and NO2 at urban traffic stations, while minimum reduction is
expected at urban background areas. The analysis of the impacts of such scenario evidences an improvement of the
air quality over the conurbation not sufficient, nevertheless, to meet the prescribed standards particularly at urbantraffic sites. For such reasons further emission control strategies will be considered by the Regional Authorities, by
means of the described modelling system, to improve more effectively the air quality over Rome urban area.
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